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Rich’s Ribs Cheat Sheet v1 

Ingredients 

A. 1 (+) racks of ribs 

B. Brown Sugar 

C. SICK Spice – Sweet & Savory  

D. Optional: SICK Spice – Everyday 

E. Optional: Peach or Apple Juice 

Process 

1. Start coals and/or prep smoker for start 

2. Expose the bone side of ribs and with a dull butter knife at one of the bones, gently go under the 

membrane and pry up.  

3. Once you have enough up to get a finger or two in between bone & membrane, using a paper 

towel, grasp the membrane and pull across the entire rack removing it. 

a. This allows smoke and seasonings to reach the meat from both sides 

4. Add a good amount of Sweet & Savory to both sides. (or Everyday if you dislike sweet) 

a. I often do steps 2-4 the day before cooking 

5. SMOKE: @ 265-275 for 90-105 minutes 

6. WRAP: Pull the rack/s and one at a time on aluminum foil or smoker safe butcher paper, sprinkle 

brown sugar on bone side of ribs and drizzle peach/ apple juice or anything else you like as a 

moisture source. Flip and do the same to the top.  

7. Seal up the foil/ paper and back in smoker or oven @250 for another hour 

8. Pull and let cool with foil open a bit. You can serve this way with sauce on side. 

9. Optional: Take the ribs and put them on a warm grill with a light layer of sauce and cover to 

glaze the ribs lightly 

10. Optional Bonus: when you put ribs back in to glaze sauce on, sprinkle on pre-cooked chopped 

bacon across the rack 

Notes: 

There are many ways to do this and while ‘falling off the bone’ is over cooked by competition 

standards, this is often what your guests will love. Just be careful not to go too far as the texture can 

turn to mush.  

Cook for your audience/ guests, not the comp judges or internet trolls that aren’t eating/ tasting it 

 Enjoy - Rich  

Cooking isn’t just a passion, it’s our SICKness! 

http://www.hotrodsandbbq.com/

